
landscape is dead,

don’t consume its corpse.



“born into a world that no 
longer exists”



Landscape inertia/ entropy?

Lego Worlds:



+ Resampling of game logic

+ Resampling of aesthetics

= a landscape of inertia/or entropy? 



Game Logic:



 When Lego remakes Minecraft:

 In architectural terms, Modular Metabolic architecture dissolves 

into Situationism/or Dada???

 Modular structure becomes dysfunctional spectacle

 It tries to add traditional Lego building instructions into Minecraft

 BUT there are two types of Legos: terrain Legos and building 

Legos

 This is a fundamental difference to Minecraft



 R.I.P. Lego. The game does not care how badly 

you build, just empty the pieces out of the bag!



 Lego remakes Gary’s Mod



 Lego remakes Gary’s Mod
 [or any level editor]

 The physics gun and the spawning of entire buildings 

 The soft terrain modification tools are inconsistent with the 

modular logic of Minecraft and Lego, but consistent with GMOD & 

level editors and consistent with the resampled inertia of Lego 

Worlds



 The resistance of the game world:

 Lego world introduces two currencies, gold bricks and money

 Money is so plentiful that it lacks value

 Gold Bricks are an optional level-up 

 Esoteric value to the player depending on their ambitions in 

the open world

 Tasks require a minimal adherence to instructions

 Allows for different types of players: the level-uppers, the cow 

feeders, the sheep killers and the crappy builders. 



Landscape:

 Familiar tropes



Trope landscapes

The Romantic sublime and 

volcanic landscapes



Trope landscapes

The Romantic sublime and 

volcanic landscapes



Trope landscapes

Camp Crystal Lake or maybe 

The Swamp Thing?



Trope landscapes

Camp Crystal Lake or maybe 

The Swamp Thing?



• Trope landscapes

The tropical island fallacy



• Trope landscapes

A Galaxy of Islands, but not 

Utopias



 In this landscape of little resistance, tropes become sarcastic

 We can paint lava under NPCs!

 But our Lego building is clumsy, the game accepts bad building, and 

the world is composed of some Lego building components, but 

mostly ‘Lego noise’

 Just empty the Lego pieces out of the bag!

 Landscape of inertia/or entropy?



 Working definitions of landscape

 Anne Whiston Spirn: Dutch “landskab”, the German 
“landschaft” and the Old English “landskip”, where 
“land” referred to the physical environment, “skabe” 
and “schaffen” mean “to shape” and the suffixes –
skab and –schaft and –ship mean “in association or 
partnership”

 “there is a notion, embedded in the original world, of 
a mutual shaping of people and place: people shape 
the land, and the land shapes the people.” (2008)



 W. J. T. Mitchell landscape as a process:

 “what we have done and are doing to the environment, 

what the environment in turn does to us, how we naturalise

what we do to each other, and how these “doings” are 

enacted in the media of representation we call 

“landscape”.” (2002, 1) 



 How do we relate to the landscape when no-one 

cares anymore how you build your Legos?

 I think we can relate to this very well. It is a landscape 

of no responsibility, abstraction, and inertia



 In Lego Worlds we are not visiting alien planets, we 

are visiting a landscape trope memories

 These tropes exist in a dream of no consequences

 A sinister landscape of play in the context of collapse



 Art in the Anthropocene, Heather Davis, Etienne 

Turpin:

 “The Anthropocene can be framed as the global 

condition of being born into a world that no longer 

exists - Bill McKibben

We are all “being overtaken by processes that are 

unmaking the world that any of us ever knew,” 

Deborah Bird Rose



A dream of no consequences

A sinister landscape of play in the context of 

collapse?



“born into a world that no 
longer exists”


